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Abstract27

An analysis of noise attenuation during eighty solar flares between 2013 and28

2017 was carried out at frequencies ranging from 8 to 20 MHz using thirty-four29

SuperDARN radars and the EKB ISTP SB RAS radar. While the noise at the radar30

frequencies was determined when the transmitters were off, the position of a ground31

source of noise was located by assuming that the noise from such a source was much32

stronger when following the same radiation path as ground-based echoes near the33

’dead zone’ during the times that the transmitter was on. The elevation angle for34

the ground echoes was determined through a new empirical model which was used,35

in turn, to determine the paths of the noise and therefore the location of its source,36

at the operating radar frequency. The method was particularly well suited for37

daytime situations which had to be limited for the most part to only two crossings38

through the D region (one of the way up and another on the way down). Knowing39

the radio path meant knowing the length of the path through the E and D regions,40

which was used to determine an equivalent vertical propagation attenuation factor as41

a function of location around the globe. The change in the noise during solar flares42

was correlated with solar radiation lines measured by GOES/XRS, GOES/EUVS,43

SDO/AIA, SDO/EVE, SOHO/SEM and PROBA2/LYRA instruments. Radiation in44

the 1 to 8 A and and near 100 A are shown to be primarily responsible for the45

increase in the radionoise absorption, and by inference, for an increase in the D46

region densities and possibly large increases in the E region density as well. The47

data are also shown to be consistent with a radar frequency dependence having a48

power law with an exponent of -1.6. This study shows that a new dataset can be49

made available to study D and E region during X-ray solar flares. The new data will50

fill the gap between riometer measurements at 30-50 MHz (URSI A2 method) and51

radar measurements at 2-6 MHz, based on reflection from the bottom of the52

ionosphere (URSI A1, A3 methods).53

1 Introduction54

The monitoring of ionospheric absorption at High Frequency (HF), particularly55

at high latitudes, makes it feasible to predict radio wave absoption at long distances56

and therefore on a global scale (Akmaev, R. A., 2010; DRAP Documentation, 2010).57

This in turn makes it a useful tool for a study of the dynamics of the D and E58

regions. Traditionally, there are several techniques in use (Davies, 1969; Hunsucker59

& Hargreaves, 2002), including constant power 2-6 MHz transmitters (URSI A1 and60

A3 methods, see for example (Sauer & Wilkinson, 2008; Schumer, 2010)), riometry61

using cosmic radio space sources at 30-50 MHz (URSI A2 method (Hargreaves,62

2010)) and imaging riometry (Detrick & Rosenberg, 1990). Recently, a large,63

spatially distributed network of riometers has been deployed to monitor absorption64

(Rogers & Honary, 2015). The development of new techniques for studying65

absorption with wide spatial coverage would be valuable for the validation of global66

ionospheric models and for global absorption forecasting.67

A wide network of radio instruments in the HF frequency range is available68

with the SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (Chisham et al., 2007;69

Greenwald et al., 1995)) radars and radars close to them in terms of design and70

software (Berngardt, Zolotukhina, & Oinats, 2015). The main task of the71

SuperDARN network is to measure ionospheric convection. Currently this network is72

expanding from polar latitudes to mid- (J. Baker et al., 2007; Ribeiro et al., 2012)73

and possibly to equatorial latitudes (Lawal et al., 2018). Regular radar operation74

with high spatial and temporal resolutions and a wide field-of-view makes them a75

useful tool for monitoring ionospheric absorption on global scales. The frequency76

range used by the radars fills a gap between the riometric measurements at77
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30-50 MHz (URSI A2 method) and radar measurements at 2-6 MHz band (URSI78

A1, A3 methods). Various methods are being developed for using these radars to79

study radiowave absorption. One approach is to monitor third-party transmitters80

(Squibb et al., 2015) and another is to use the signal backscattered from the ground81

(Chakraborty, Ruohoniemi, Baker, & Nishitani, 2018; Fiori et al., 2018; Watanabe &82

Nishitani, 2013). In this paper, another method is investigated. It is based on83

studying the attenuation of HF noise in the area surrounding the radar that is84

measured without transmitting any sounding pulses.85

Every several seconds, before transmitting at the operating frequency, the86

radar measures the spectrum of the background noise in the 300-500 kHz band near87

the planned operating frequency between 8-20 MHz. This minimum in the spectral88

intensity is recorded and defined here as being the ’minimal HF noise level’.89

Berngardt et al. (2018) showed that the dynamics of the minimal HF noise90

level is strongly influenced by X-ray 1-8Å solar radiation in the daytime. This effect91

has also been observed during solar proton events (Bland, Heino, Kosch, &92

Partamies, 2018) , where it was found to correlate well with riometer observations.93

This allows one to use the noise measured with HF radars to investigate the94

absorption processes in the lower part of the ionosphere in passive mode, without95

the use of third-party transmitters.96

To use this new technique on a regular basis for monitoring ionospheric97

absorption we should investigate the observed noise level variations during X-ray98

flares and show that the observed dynamics are consistent with current absorption99

models.100

As shown in the preliminary analysis (Berngardt et al., 2018), significant101

correlation of noise level attenuation with the intensity of X-ray solar radiation in102

the range 1-8Å is observed. However, the temporal dynamics of the absorption103

sometimes do not accurately repeat the solar radiation at wavelengths of 1-8Å,104

which indicates the presence of mechanisms other than the ionization of the D-layer105

by 1-8Å solar radiation. An example of such a comparison will be presented in106

Fig.1A-D and was shown by (Berngardt et al., 2018, fig.9).107

In contrast to riometers which measure ionospheric absorption at relatively111

high frequencies (30-50 MHz), the SuperDARN coherent radars use lower operating112

frequencies and ionospheric refraction significantly affects the absorption level - the113

trajectory of the propagation is distorted by the background ionosphere. To compare114

the data of different radars during different solar flares, our method requires taking115

into account the state of the background ionosphere during each experiment. This116

allows an oblique absorption measurement to be converted to the vertical one. In117

addition, the solution of this problem allows determination of the geographic118

location of the region in which the absorption takes place.119

Factors that affect the error in estimating the absorption level are the120

frequencies at which the radars operate and their irregular switching. It is known121

that the absorption of radio waves depends on the frequency, but this dependence is122

taken into account in different ways in different papers. Therefore, in order to make123

a reliable comparison of the data of different radars, it is necessary to find the124

frequency dependence of the HF noise absorption, and to take it into account. This125

allows us to infer the absorption at any frequency from the observed absorption at126

radar operating frequencies.127

The third factor that needs to be taken into account is the altitude localization128

of the absorption.129
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Figure 1. A-D) comparison of the X-ray intensity dynamics measured on GOES/XRS 1-8Å

and the noise attenuation at EKB ISTP SB RAS radar during four flares; E-F) - fields of views of

radars that participated in the work

108

109

110
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The present paper is devoted to solving these problems. An analysis is made of130

80 X-ray solar flares during the years 2013-2017 , also considered in (Berngardt et131

al., 2018) based on the available data of 34 high- and mid-latitude radars of132

SuperDARN network and on the EKB ISTP SB RAS (Berngardt et al., 2015) radar133

data. The radar locations and their fields of view are shown in fig.1E-F, the radar134

coordinates are given in the Table S1 (Supporting Information). The X-ray solar135

flares dates are listed in (Berngardt et al., 2018).136

2 Taking into account the background ionosphere137

As was shown in (Berngardt et al., 2018), during solar X-ray flares on the day138

side attenuation of the minimal noise level in the frequency range 8-20 MHz is139

observed by midlatitude coherent radars. The attenuation correlates with the140

increase of X-ray solar radiation 1-8Å and is associated with the absorption of the141

radio signal in the lower part of the ionosphere. HF radio noise intensity at142

different local times is different and caused by different sources (ITU-R P.372-13,143

2016). At night, the noise is mostly atmospheric, and is formed by long-range144

propagation from different noise sources over the world, mostly from thunderstorm145

activity regions. In the daytime the atmospheric noise level significantly decreases146

due to regular absorption in lower part of the ionosphere and the increasing number147

of propagational hops (caused by increasing the electron density and lowering of the148

radiowave reflection point). As a result, in the daytime the multihop propagation149

part of the noise becomes small, and only noise sources from the first propagation150

hop (mostly anthropogenic noise) should be taken into account (Berngardt et al.,151

2018).152

An important issue related to the interpretation of the noise level is the spatial153

localization of the effect. It can be estimated by taking into account the radiowave154

trajectory along which most of the noise is received and absorption is taking place.155

Later we suggest that ionization of low ionosphere is small enough and skip distance156

variates smaller than variations caused by other regular and irregular ionospheric157

variations.158

Let us consider the problem of detecting the noise source from the data of a159

HF coherent radar. It is known that the intensity of the signal transmitted by an160

isotropic source and propagating in an inhomogeneous ionosphere substantially161

depends on the ground distance from the signal transmitter to receiver. If we162

consider only waves reflecting from the ionosphere, then at sounding frequencies163

above foF2 there is a spatial region where the signal cannot be received - the dead164

zone. At the boundary of this dead zone (skip distance) the signal appears and is165

significantly enhanced compared to other distances (Bliokh, Galushko, Minakov, &166

Yampolski, 1988; Shearman, 1956).167

More specifically, consider that, due to refraction, the signal transmitted by a168

point source produces a non-uniform distribution of power P (x) over the range x.169

According to the theory of radio wave propagation, the distribution of signal power170

is determined by the spatial focusing of the radio wave in the ionosphere, and has a171

sharp peak at the boundary of the dead zone (Kravtsov & Orlov, 1983). According172

to Tinin (1983) in a plane-layered ionosphere, the distribution of the power over173

range is:174

P (x) ' 1√
σx(sm)x̄′′(sm)

e−
ξ2

4 D− 1
2
(ξ) (1)

where D− 1
2
(ξ) is the parabolic cylinder function (Weisstein, n.d.); xm - the distance175

at which the spatial focusing is observed; ξ = xm−x
σx(sm) is the normalized range relative176
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to xm; sm is the sine of elevation angle; σx(sm) is the standard deviation of x over177

the geometrooptical rays ; x̄′′ is second differential of x with respect to s.178

Let us consider this signal after it is scattered by inhomogeneities on the179

Earth’s surface as it is received by the radar. In the first approximation the power of180

the signal received by the radar will be proportional to the product of (i) the power181

of the incident power P (x) (related with spatial focusing when propagating from the182

radar to the Earths surface); (ii) the scattering cross-section σ(x) (related with183

inhomogeneities of the Earth’s surface); and (iii) the incident power P (x) (related184

with the propagation from the Earth’s surface to the radar). This signal is received185

as a powerful signal coming from a small range of distances. When analyzing the186

data of coherent HF radars, this signal, associated with the focusing of the radio187

wave at the boundary of the dead zone, is referred as ground scatter (GS)188

(Shearman, 1956).189

The scattering cross section σ(x) essentially depends on the angles of incidence190

and reflection of the wave, as well as on the properties and geometry of the191

scattering surface. This causes a significant dependence of the GS signal on the192

landscape and the season (Ponomarenko, St.-Maurice, Hussey, & Koustov, 2010). In193

the case of presence of significant inhomogeneities, for example, mountains194

(Uryadov, Vertogradov, Sklyarevsky, & Vybornov, 2018), σ(x) may cause the195

appearance of additional maxima and minima in the GS signal. For relatively196

homogeneous surfaces, the position of the GS maximum remains almost unchanged,197

and the GS signal propagation trajectory (radar-surface-radar) can be used to198

estimate the trajectory of the propagation of the noise signal (surface-radar). Below199

we use this approximation to localize noise source using GS signal properties.200

Let the independent noise sources be distributed over the Earth’s surface201

within the distances x of the first hop (from 0 to 3000km). Let their intensity be202

B(x) and the radiation pattern of each of them be nearly isotropic over the elevation203

angles forming the GS signal, and the noise signals interfere incoherently. In this204

case the power of the signal P0(x1), received at the point x = x1, in the first205

approximation becomes:206

P0(x1) '
∫ ∞
−∞

B(x)P (x1 − x)dx (2)

Thus, one can represent the formation of the noise power from terrestrial207

sources, as a weighted sum of the contributions from individual noise sources. The208

function P (x) is the weight, and the region of localization of the noise source is of209

the order of the maximal width of the GS signal (see equation 1). According to the210

experimental data it is of the order of several hundred kilometers. For the validity of211

equation (2), the characteristic scale of the homogeneity of the ionosphere in the212

horizontal direction should be about the width of the GS signal maximum. The213

process of forming the received signal is illustrated in Fig.2B.214

Thus, the problem of localization of the noise source can be reduced to215

determining the geographic location of the region forming the GS signal and216

determining the propagation path of the signal from this region to the receiver.217

In radar techniques, there are a number of procedures for separating the GS218

signal from other scattered signal types (K. B. Baker, Greenwald, Villian, & Wing,219

1988; Barthes, Andre, Cerisier, & Villain, 1998; Blanchard, Sundeen, & Baker, 2009;220

Liu, Hu, Liu, Wu, & Lester, 2012; Ribeiro et al., 2011), but using them for221

automatic location of the effective noise source causes some problems. To begin with222

the GS signal can have several ranges at one time (for example first-hop GS and223

second-hop GS, or multimode propagation due to mid-scale irregularities (Stocker,224
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Arnold, & Jones, 2000)). It may be discontinuous in time due to defocusing225

(refraction) and absorption processes. Finally, it may have irregular temporal226

dynamics due to large scale ionospheric variations (for example, internal atmospheric227

waves (Oinats, Nishitani, Ponomarenko, Berngardt, & Ratovsky, 2016; Stocker et al.,228

2000)). These problems significantly complicate the automatic interpretation of the229

radar data for our task, especially for high-latitude radars where the ionosphere is230

essentially heterogeneous in latitude. Therefore, for automatic estimation of the231

effective noise location, it was decided to use a smooth adaptive model of GS232

position, automatically corrected by the experimental data.233

On the other hand, the study of absorption on the long paths using GS signal234

or noise requires knowledge of the trajectory of radio space signal propagation,235

especially in the two regions where it intersects the D-layer - near the receiver236

(radar) and near the transmitter source (point of focusing, where the GS signal is237

formed). According to the Breit-Tuve principle (Davies, 1969), it is sufficient to238

know the angle of arrival of the GS signal and the radar range. In practice, however,239

there are two significant problems: the separation of the GS signal from the240

ionospheric scatter (IS) signal (Blanchard et al., 2009; Ribeiro et al., 2011) and the241

calibration of the arrival angle measurements (Chisham, 2018; Ponomarenko,242

Nishitani, Oinats, Tsuya, & St.-Maurice, 2015; Shepherd, 2017).243

Fig.2C-H presents examples of the location of signals detected as GS by the244

standard FitACF algorithm (used on these radars for signal processing). It can be245

seen from the figure that the scattered signal can include several propagation paths246

(Fig.2E, 16-24UT), variations in the GS signal range (associated, for example, with247

the propagation of internal atmospheric waves (Oinats et al., 2016; Stocker et al.,248

2000) (Fig.2C, 14-18UT ; Fig.2G, 18-21UT)), as well as ionospheric and meteor trail249

scattering ( Fig.2C-H, ranges below 400km)(Hall et al., 1997; Ponomarenko,250

Iserhienrhien, & St.-Maurice, 2016; Yukimatu & Tsutsumi, 2002). The signal that251

qualitatively corresponds to F-layer GS is marked at Fig.2C-H by enclosed regions252

(the modeling results demonstrating this will be shown later in the paper). These253

examples demonstrate that the problem of stable and automatic selection of the GS254

region associated with reflection from the F-layer is rather complicated even with255

use of the standard processing techniques.256

In this study, the position of the F-layer GS signal was solved for each radar263

beam separately and independently. To generate input data for the GS positioning264

algorithm for each moment we identify the ranges where the signals have the265

maximum amplitude in the radar data. For this purpose we select only signals266

determined by the standard FitACF algorithm to be GS signal.267

Using these prepared input data, we determine the smooth curve of the268

distribution of GS with range, within the framework of an empirical ionospheric269

model with a small number of parameters, adapted to the experimental data. The270

problem of determining the position of the GS signal causes certain difficulties271

connected to the presence of a large number of possible focusing points associated272

with the heterogeneity of the ionosphere along the signal propagation path (Stocker273

et al., 2000) and ionospheric scattered signals incorrectly identified as GS signals.274

For an approximate single-valued solution of this problem, we reformulate the275

problem as the problem of producing a GS signal in a plane-layered ionosphere with276

a parabolic layer with parameters estimated from the GS signal. In the framework of277

the plane-layered ionosphere with a parabolic F-layer, we have the following278

expression for the radar range to the boundary of the dead zone (Chernov, 1971):279

Rmodel =
f0

foF2

{
2hmF2

√
χ+ ∆h · ln

(
1 +
√
χ

1−√χ

)}
(3)
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Figure 2. A) - formation of GS signal; B) - formation of noise power level by distribution of

noise sources. Red and blue arrows in A-B) mark transmitted and received signals; C-H) - the

position of the signals, defined by FitACF algorithm as GS, during 18/04/2016 on the radars

BKS, BPK, CVW, EKB, FHW, HOK. Gray enclosed areas correspond to GS when focusing

in the F-layer. Other areas are defined by the algorithm, as GS, but having, sometimes, an

ionospheric origin.

257

258

259

260

261

262
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where χ = hmF2−∆h
hmF2

; hmin = hmF2 − ∆h - is the minimal height of the ionosphere,280

obtained from the condition Ne(hmin) = 0; hmF2 is the height of the electron281

density maximum in the ionosphere, obtained from the condition Ne(hmF2) = max;282

foF2 is the plasma frequency of the F2 layer; f0 is the carrier frequency of the283

sounding signal.284

In this model, the geometric distance D over the Earth surface to the point of285

focusing is defined as (Chernov, 1971):286

Dmodel = Rmodelcos(Θmodel) (4)

287

The elevation angle Θmodel of the signal arriving from the dead zone boundary288

according to this model is calculated as:289

cos(Θmodel) =

√
1− χ

(
f0

foF2

)−2

(5)

290

For interpretation of absorption the elevation angle is very important: in the291

model of the plane-layered ionosphere it also corresponds to the elevation angle in292

the D-layer, and relates the observed absorption to absorption of vertically293

propagating radio space signal. So this angle is important for the interpretation of294

absorption, both in the case of observing GS (Chakraborty et al., 2018; Fiori et al.,295

2018; Watanabe & Nishitani, 2013) and in the case of minimal noise analysis296

(Berngardt et al., 2018; Bland et al., 2018). Most of the radars do measure the297

elevation angle. However, since many antenna characteristics in the HF range vary298

with time and it is very important to calibrate the angle. This should be performed299

on each radar separately and regularly (Chisham, 2018; Ponomarenko et al., 2015;300

Shepherd, 2017) and requires significant computations. To simplify the problem of301

smooth and continuous calculation of the GS elevation, we decided to use model302

calculations of the angle based on propagation in the adapted ionosphere model. In303

this sense this method is close to the approach used in (Ponomarenko et al., 2015).304

One needs to just choose a proper ionospheric model.305

The reference ionospheric model IRI (Bilitza et al., 2017), used in similar306

situations is a median model and sufficiently smooth in time, but by default it does307

not correctly describe fast changes of foF2 in some situations, especially at high308

latitudes (Blagoveshchenskii, Maltseva, Anishin, Rogov, & Sergeeva, 2015). This309

problem becomes especially critical for GS signal range calculations at sunset and310

sunrise periods. Search for one or several IRI parameters that are constant during311

the day will not solve the problem, so it is necessary to use either an adaptive model312

that more adequately describe these periods, or to use IRI model corrected for each313

moment using ionosondes network (Blagoveshchenskii et al., 2015; Galkin, Reinisch,314

Huang, & Bilitza, 2012). We use an adaptive model, which is easier to implement315

and does not require additional data and instruments.316

The adaptive model of the parabolic-layer ionosphere was used with a317

nonlinear model for foF2(t) and a constant values for hmF2 and ∆h:318

foF2(t) = foF2,min + (foF2,max − foF2,min) ε(t) (6)

ε(t) =
atan (β · (Θ(t−∆T )− α))− atan (β · (Θmin − α))

atan (β · (Θmax − α))− atan (β · (Θmin − α))
(7)
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where Θ(t) is the cosine of the solar zenith angle at the radar location as a function319

of the time t; Θmin,Θmax is the maximal and minimal cosine of the solar zenith320

angle during the day; α, β,∆T are modeled parameters, computed during fitting321

procedure. More correctly solar zenith angle should be calculated at the point of322

radiowave absorption, but in this paper we do not use this. The parameter ∆T323

compensates the difference in the first approximation.324

The required strong nonlinearity of the model during the sunset and sunrise325

moments is provided by the atan() function, by the cosine of the solar zenith angle326

Θ(t) and controlled by several parameters: α, β,∆T, foF2,max, foF2,min. The model327

has enough degrees of freedom to describe the fast dynamics of foF2(t) during solar328

terminator moments. Taking into account the diurnal variation of the hmax,∆h329

does not significantly improve the model, since their changes can be compensated by330

changes of the foF2 parameter.331

In addition, the use of the cosine of solar zenith angle Θ(t) and the small time332

delay ∆T allows us to describe the GS dynamics during sunrise and sunset more333

accurately and to include the geographic position of the radar into the model. The334

choice of normalizations in (7) is made so that ε(t) takes values in the range [0,1]335

during the day. Therefore ε(t) reaches its maximal value near noon, and its minimal336

value near midnight. As a result the model for foF2(t) (6) also reaches its maximal337

value foF2,max near noon, and its minimal value foF2,min - near midnight.338

When searching optimal parameters of the model (3), the constant height of339

the maximum hmF2 and the half-thickness of the parabolic layer ∆h was assumed to340

be 350 km and 100 km, respectively. The variations allowed for the model341

parameters are the following:342


foF2,max ∈ [1, 33]MHz;
foF2,min ∈ [ 1

16 ,
7
16 ] · foF2,maxMHz;

β ∈ [1, 5];
α ∈ [−1, 1];
∆T ∈ [0, 3]hours

(8)

343

An important problem in approximating the experimental data is the fitting344

method. A feature of the GS signal is its asymmetric character (1): it has a shorter345

front at ranges below GS signal power maximum, and a longer rear at ranges above346

GS signal power maximum. Therefore, the distribution of errors in determining the347

GS signal can be asymmetric near the mean value. Because of this, the use of the348

standard least squares method, oriented to ”white” symmetrical noise, can produce349

a regular error. The existence of ionospheric scattering and several propagation350

modes aggravates the situation even more and substantially increases the351

approximation errors.352

To improve the accuracy of the approximation, a special fitting method has353

been developed to detect GS-signal smooth dynamics in presence of signals not354

described by GS model. The fitting method consists of three stages. At the first355

stage, the preliminary fitting of the model is made. This stage is required for356

preliminary rejection of ionospheric scattering and possible additional modes of357

propagation. At the second stage, we reject those signals, which differ significantly358

by range from the model. At the third stage, the final fitting of the model is made.359

During the first and third stages, a genetic algorithm is used (Simon, 2013), as a360

method of searching for an optimum, but with different input data and with361

different functionals of the optimum. At the second stage a kind of cluster analysis362

(Bailey, 1994) is used.363
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An illustration of the algorithm operation is shown in Fig.3A-F for 18/04/2016364

experimental data. Fig.3A-F shows a good correspondence between the model range365

and the regular dynamics of the power of the scattered signal, which indicates a366

generally good stability of the technique. Violet circles denote the points of the GS,367

extracted from the radar data and serve as input for the first algorithm stage. The368

blue crosses denote the points that passed the second stage (exclusion of ionospheric369

scattering). The black lines represent the model dynamics of the GS signal range370

calculated at the third stage. The line can be discontinuous due to changes of radar371

operational frequency or night propagation conditions. It can be seen from the figure372

that qualitatively the technique fits the GS radar range sufficiently well.373

Let us describe the fitting stages in detail.380

The points participating in the first stage fitting were determined by the381

following condition:382

Rexp(Bm, t) = argmaxR(P (Bm, t,R) : GSFLAG(Bm, t,R) = true) (9)

where Bm is the beam number, t is the time, GSFLAG is the GS attribute at the383

given range, calculated by the standard FitACF algorithm (Ponomarenko & Waters,384

2006) . The selection rule (9) means that at each moment and on each beam a single385

point is found in which the power of the scattered signal is the maximal over all the386

signals defined as a GS at this moment and this beam. Thus, at each moment and387

for each beam, not more than a single point is selected, which is used later for388

fitting. A complete set of points participating in the fitting at a single beam is389

shown in Fig.3A-F by violet circles.390

At the first stage, the fitting of the model (3,6,8) is made over these selected391

points (this corresponds to 24 hours of measurements at a single beam). In order to392

reduce the error in presence of ionospheric scatter and additional modes, we used393

the following optimizing condition for the fitting:394

Ω(Bm) =

N∑
i=0

W (δRexp,i) = max (10)

where N is the total number of selected points (9) in the data involved in the fitting,395

and W (δRexp,i) is the weight function. The maximization function (10) and the396

determination of the ionospheric parameters are carried out separately for each397

beam Bm. We do not require these model parameters to be close to each other at398

different beams. Our aim is to get smooth and correct radar distances and elevation399

angles. Their correctness will be discussed later.400

The difference δRexp,i of the experimental range from the model range is401

defined as:402

δRexp,i = Rmodel,i −Rexp,i (11)

Due to the asymmetric structure of GS signal over range, an asymmetric403

weight function W was chosen:404

W (δRexp) =

{
e−

δRexp
200[km] ; δRexp ≥ 0

e
δRexp
20[km] ; δRexp < 0

(12)
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Figure 3. A-F) Illustration of the work of the fitting technique on various radars during

18/04/2016. Violet - non-GS data, detected at the second stage; blue - GS data, used for 3rd

stage; black - GS distance, detected at 3rd stage. G) - the distribution of difference between

model and measured GS elevation angles according to the KER, CVE and CLY radar data

18/04/2016. H) - the distribution of difference between model and measured GS range according

to KER, CVE and CLY radar data 18/04/2016.
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This function W takes its maximal value when the experimental data coincide405

with the model data (δRexp = 0), and falls to zero if they differ too much406

(|δRexp| → ∞).407

The choice of characteristic scales of 20 and 200 km is related to characteristic408

durations of the edges of the GS signal. It is obvious that using such a weight in409

white noise conditions give a biased estimate - the model curve passes on average410

not in the middle of the experimental points set, but closer to its lower boundary,411

approximately with the ratio 1:10. However, in this problem the result corresponds412

well to the physical meaning and structure of the GS signal: its maximal power413

position is shifted to smaller distance, so this should qualitatively compensate the414

’non-whiteness’ of the observed GS range variations. It should set the model of GS415

range closer to reality than the range calculated by the standard least-squares416

method. On the other hand, the use of such a weight function makes it possible to417

minimize the contribution of points substantially away from the model track (these418

are ionospheric scatter and other propagational modes) and to discard them from419

consideration during fitting.420

As shown by qualitative analysis, the use of the weight function makes it421

possible to increase the stability of the technique in the presence of other modes and422

ionospheric scatter, and to carry out a model track near the lower boundary of the423

experimental GS data, which corresponds to the maximal energy of the GS signal.424

The second stage of the algorithm is the rejection of ionospheric scattering and425

other propagation modes from the data. It is based on the cluster analysis426

technique, and close to the one used in (Ribeiro et al., 2011). All the points are put427

into range-time grid of values (100x100). Thus the normalized range and moment of428

each point are scaled to integer values [0,100]. For all the combinations of such429

points (i.e. pairs), an Euclidean distance is calculated, and the points are divided430

into a clusters based on the distances between them. Every point in a single cluster431

has a nearest neighbor point in the same cluster at distance that does not exceed the432

doubled median distance calculated over the whole dataset. This allows us to433

separate the dataset into isolated clusters.434

If the optimal model GS curve, calculated at first stage, crosses a cluster at435

least at one point, the whole cluster is considered a GS signal. Otherwise the cluster436

is considered as not GS signal, and all the cluster points are excluded from437

subsequent consideration. The signals defined in the second stage as GS signals are438

shown by blue crosses in the Fig.3A-F, other signals are rejected at this stage and439

marked in the Fig.3A-F by violet circles.440

In the third stage we believe that only F-layer GS signal points exist in the441

filtered data, and we can use the traditional least squares method to fit the model442

GS range function to the data:443

Ω(Bm) =

M∑
i=0

δR2
exp,i = min (13)

where M is the number of GS points remaining after the second stage. The fitting of444

the modelled GS range at the third stage is shown in the Fig.3A-F by the black line.445

In Fig.3A-F one can also see conditions for which the algorithm does not work446

well. This happens when ionospheric scattering appears at distances that are close447

to the daytime GS distance (Fig.3E, 00-03UT, 12-17UT; Fig.3F, 15-19UT). Since448

X-ray solar flares effects are observed mostly during the day (Berngardt et al., 2018),449

the nighttime areas are not statistically important for this paper. So we do not pay450

attention to possible nighttime model range errors. A more critical problem is the451
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case when the 1st and 2nd hop signals (Fig.3B, 17-24UT) are observed equally452

clearly and with nearly the same amplitude. So the model signal is forced to pass in453

the middle between these tracks. In this case, a significant regular error appears.454

Therefore, for a small amount of validated data, (Fig.3D), the algorithm can also455

fail.456

The model results have been compared with measurements made by the polar457

cap (CLY), sub-auroral (KER) and mid-latitude (CVE) radars on 18/04/2016. The458

root-mean-square error between the model elevation angle and the experimental459

measurements calculated from the interferometric data is 6 − 9o, with an average460

error of 1 − 3o (Fig.3G). The root-mean-square error between the model GS range461

and the experimental measurements calculated for 18/04/2016 these radars is462

166-315 km , with an average error of 7-47 km (Fig.3H). The comparison shows that463

the technique can be used for processing for polar cap, sub-auroral, and mid-latitude464

radars.465

In conlusion, in most cases, the algorithm works well enough to enable proper466

statistical conclusions. The smallness of the average range and elevation angle errors467

make it possible to use this technique for determining the model GS to carry out468

statistical studies on a large volume of experimental radar data.469

Finally, to identify which hop produces most of the noise absorption, we470

analyzed the cases when the 1st hop and 2nd hop GS signal locations are at471

opposite sides of the solar terminator (i.e. in lit and unlit regions). We studied only472

cases when the noise absorption correlates well with X-rays at 1-8Å. The 2nd hop473

GS distance was estimated by doubling the first hop GS distance (4). This allows us474

to estimate geographical location of 2nd hop GS region. Since the absorption475

correlating with x-rays is mainly associated with the lit area (Berngardt et al.,476

2018), the studied cases allow us to statistically identify the (lit) hop of most477

effective absorption. For the ≈ 400 cases found with the correlation coefficient478

R > 0.6 the probability of the absorption at the 1st hop is 78%. For the ≈ 70 cases479

found with R > 0.9 the probability of absorption at the 1st hop is 95.5%.480

We made a similar comparison of the point above the radar and the point near481

the edge of the GS region. Our analysis has shown that the probability of absorption482

near GS region for R > 0.8 (over 15 cases) is 54%, for R > 0.85 (over 10 cases) is483

75% , and for R > 0.9 (over 4 cases) is 100%.484

Therefore, in most situations, the daytime noise absorption can be interpreted485

as absorption at the 1st hop, with the most probable location near the dead zone.486

3 Dependence of the absorption on the sounding frequency487

Using the model of the GS signal range described above, it is possible to488

automatically estimate the elevation angle of the incoming noise signal and, thereby,489

to transform the oblique absorption to the vertical absorption. Knowing the height490

of the absorbing region and the range to GS, it is possible to estimate the491

geographical position of the absorbing region.492

Another important factor that needs to be taken into account is the frequency493

dependence of the absorption. Using it one can interpolate the absorption measured494

at the radar operating frequency to the absorption at a fixed frequency. At present,495

several variants of absorption frequency dependence are used in the analysis of496

experimental data and its forecast. The DRAP2 model (Akmaev, R. A., 2010;497

DRAP Documentation, 2010) and some nowcast PCA models (Rogers & Honary,498

2015) use a frequency dependence given by A[dB] = A0f
−1.5, based on (Sauer &499

Wilkinson, 2008). A frequency dependence A = A0f
−1.24 is proposed in (Schumer,500
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2010). From the theory of propagation of radio waves, the frequency dependence for501

sufficiently high probing frequencies exceeding the collision frequency 2πf � ν502

absorption should have the dependence A = A0f
−2 (Davies, 1969; Hunsucker &503

Hargreaves, 2002). Computational models like (Eccles, Hunsucker, Rice, & Sojka,504

2005; Pederick & Cervera, 2014) use an ionospheric and a radio wave propagation505

model to calculate the absorption at each particular path and do not use an explicit506

frequency dependence.507

To perform a comparative statistical analysis on a larger radar dataset, it is508

necessary to retrieve the experimental dependence of the absorption on the509

frequency of the radar. To determine this dependence, a correlation analysis of the510

absorption at various frequencies was carried out. We selected ’multi-frequency511

experiments’, that is, experiments for which, during 6 minutes, a certain radar512

simultaneously operated at least at 2 frequencies, separated by at least 10%, at the513

same azimuth. After selecting these experiments we built regression coefficients514

between the noise levels at different frequencies for each ’multi-frequency515

experiment’ , taking into account the possibility of different background noise levels516

and their various linear time dependence. Thus, the regression coefficient A0 for517

each ’multi-frequency experiment’ was determined as the value minimizing the518

root-mean-square deviation of noise attenuation P1(t), P2(t) at frequencies f1, f2519

respectively. In other words, A0 is defined as the solution to the problem:520

Ω =

∫ Tflare+2h

Tflare−1h

(P1(t)[dB]− {A0P2(t)[dB] +A1 +A2t})2
dt = min (14)

The integration was made over the regions521

P1(t) < 0.9 ·max(P1), P2(t) < 0.9 ·max(P2) to exclude noise saturation effects from522

consideration. To increase the validity of the retrieved data, we analyzed only the523

cases where the correlation coefficient between the noise attenuation and the524

variations of the intensity of solar radiation in the 1-8Å band exceeded 0.4, which525

indicates a statistically significant absorption effect (Berngardt et al., 2018). As a526

result, we obtained a statistical distribution of the exponent of the power-law527

dependence of the absorption on the frequency528

A[dB] ∼ f−α (15)

by calculating the ratio for every experiment:529

αi =
log(A0,i)

log(f1,i/f2,i)
(16)

where f2,i, f1,i are the frequencies of noise observation simultaneously on the same530

beam at the same radar, and A0,i is the coefficient of regression between the531

absorption and X-ray flare dynamics at different sounding frequencies; i is the532

experiment number.533

Fig.4A shows the parameters of statistical distribution of α calculated over534

’multi-frequency experiments’ for different relatively high frequency difference535

(f1/f2 ∈ [1.2, 1.3]; f1/f2 ∈ [1.3, 1.5]; f1/f2 ∈ [1.5, 1.6]) and absorption for correlating536

(|R| > 0.4) with 1-8Å solar radiation. To improve estimates, we selected only537

experiments with small carrier frequency variations δf1, δf2 during flare observations538

(|δf1|, |δf2| < 150kHz) around the average sounding frequencies (f1, f2). In other539

words, we investigated multi-frequency experiments with a large enough difference540

between two frequencies, that is, we required541

|f1 − f2| > 3 · (|δf1|+ |δf2|) (17)
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This final distribution corresponds to 1662 individual experiments at 18542

different radars (BKS, BPK, CLY, DCE, EKB, GBR, HKW, HOK, INV, KAP,543

KOD, KSR, MCM, PGR, RKN, SAS, TIG, WAL). It can be seen from Figure 4 that544

the distribution of α has an average around 1.6 (for f1/f2 > 1.3) and RMS can reach545

about 0.3 (at f1/f2 > 1.5). The statistics inidcate that the dependence of the546

absorption on the frequency in the range 8-20 MHz can be described more stably by547

the empirical dependence A[dB] ∼ f−1.6, which is close to α = 1.5, used in the548

conventional absorption forecast model DRAP2 (Akmaev, R. A., 2010;549

DRAP Documentation, 2010). Therefore, later we will use the empirically found550

value α = 1.6± 0.3.551

4 Correlation of absorption dynamics with solar radiation of552

different wavelengths553

The next important issue arising in the investigation of noise data by coherent554

radars is the interpretation of the detailed temporal dynamics of the noise555

absorption. As shown in (Berngardt et al., 2018) and seen in fig.1A-C, the front of556

noise absorption at the radar correlates well with the shape of the X-ray flare557

according to GOES/XRS 1-8Å. The rear is substantially delayed with respect to the558

X-ray 1-8Å flare. As the preliminary analysis showed, this is a relatively regular559

occurrence for the data from 2013 to 2017. Since the absoption from the rear is560

delayed for tens of minutes, it cannot be explained only in terms of recombination in561

the ionized region.562

One possible explanation for the delay in the rear is the contribution in563

ionospheric absorption of regions higher then the D layer, ionized by solar radiation564

lines other than the X-ray 1-8 Å. It is known that the lower part of the ionosphere565

(layers D- and E-) is ionized by wavelengths <100 Å (Banks & Kockarts, 1973) as566

well as by Lyman-α line (about 1200Å). Most often, researchers analyze the567

association of absorption with X-ray radiation 1-8 Å only, measured by GOES/XRS568

and associated with the ionization of the D-layer (Rogers & Honary, 2015;569

Warrington et al., 2016), see fig.1D. However, the absorption is important not only570

in the D-layer but also in the E-layer, the ionization of which is caused by other571

components of the solar radiation. In particular, soft X-ray 10-50 Å radiation is572

taken into account in modern D-layer ionization models (Eccles et al., 2005) (where573

it is taken into account using a solar spectrum model) . The combined effect of574

increasing absorption in the E-layer and a slight refraction extending the path length575

in the absorbing layer leads to the need to take into account the ionization of the576

E-layer.577

To analyze the correlation of the noise attenuation with various solar radiation578

lines, we carried out a joint analysis of the absorption during the 80 flares of579

2013-2017 and data from varied instruments, namely: GOES/XRS (Hanser &580

Sellers, 1996; Machol & Viereck, 2016), GOES/EUVS (Machol, Viereck, & Jones,581

2016), SDO/AIA (Lemen et al., 2012), PROBA2/LYRA (Dominique et al., 2013;582

Hochedez et al., 2006), SOHO/SEM (Didkovsky et al., 2006), SDO/EVE(ESP)583

(Didkovsky, Judge, Wieman, Woods, & Jones, 2012). These instruments provide584

direct and regular observations of solar radiation in the wavelength range 1-2500Å585

during the period under study (see Table S2 (Supporting Information) for details).586

It is well known that at different wavelengths the solar radiation dynamics during587

flares is different (Donnelly, 1976). This allows us to find the solar radiation lines588

most strongly influencing the dynamics of noise variations at the coherent radars.589

To determine the effective ionization lines, we calculate the following590

probability:591
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P (Λ) = P
(
R(P (t), IΛ(t)) ≥ R(P (t), I1−8Å(t))|R(P (t), I1−8Å(t)) ≥ 0.4

)
(18)

In this expression, P (Λ) is the probability that the correlation coefficient592

R(P (t), IΛ(t)) of the observed absorption P (t) with the intensity IΛ(t) of a given593

solar radiation line Λ during the X-ray flare period will not be lower than the594

correlation coefficient R(P (t), I1−8Å(t)) of the observed absorption P (t) with the595

intensity I1−8Å(t) of GOES/XRS 1-8Å line. The calculations are carried out only for596

cases during which the correlation coefficient between absorption and GOES/XRS597

solar radiation is greater than 0.4.598

It should be noted that if the distribution of values of the correlation599

coefficients are similar and independent for different wavelengths of solar radiation,600

then P (Λ) should not exceed 0.5. Exceeding this level indicates a line of solar601

radiation to be a controlling factor for the attenuation of the noise. Figure 4B shows602

the results of this analysis based on the processing of over 11977 individual603

observations.604

One can see from Figure 4B that very often (in 62 to 68% of the cases) P (Λ)605

exceeds 0.5 for Λ in the ranges SDO/AIA 94Å, SDO/EVE 1-70Å, 300-340Å,606

SDO/AIA 304,335Å, SOHO/SEM 1-500Å. This indicates the need to take these607

solar radiation lines into account when interpolating the HF noise attenuation. All608

these lines are absorbed below 150 km (Tobiska, Bouwer, & Bowman, 2008, fig.2).609

They are therefore sources of ionization in the lower part of the ionosphere and are610

causing the radio noise absorption observed in the experiment.611

Let us demonstrate the potential of using the linear combination of six lines612

from these spectral ranges (1-8Å, 94Å, 304Å, 335Å, 1-70Å, 1-500Å) instead of just613

single 1-8Å GOES/XRS line. Let us assume that ionization by different lines are614

independent, the contributions of each line to ionization are positive, and are615

retrievable. To search for the amplitude of these contributions , we used the616

non-negative least-squares method (Lawson & Hanson, 1995). It provides an617

iterative search for the best approximation of experimental noise attenuation Patt(t)618

by a linear combination of solar radiation dynamics at different wavelengths619

(P1−8Å(t), P94Å(t), P304Å(t), P335Å(t), P1−70Å(t), P1−500Å(t)) with unknown620

nonnegative weighting multipliers. In addition we also take into account slow621

background noise dynamics by adding a linear dependence C0 + C1t into the622

regression.623

Finally, we search for parameters C0..7 that solve the problem:624

∫ Tflare+2h

Tflare−1h

(Patt(t)− C0 − C1t− C2P1−8Å(t)− C3P94Å(t)− C4P304Å(t) (19)

−C5P335Å(t)− C6P1−70Å(t)− C7P1−500Å(t))2dt = min (20)

under the limitation that C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 be all positive.625

Examples of approximations and statistical results are shown in Fig.4C-F. It626

can be seen that the sum of four lines (dot-dashed green line) approximates the627

experimental data much better than just a single GOES/XRS (dotted black line)628

solar radiation line. Fig.4C shows the distribution of the correlation coefficients629

when the experimental data are approximated by linear combinations of the lines630

1-8Å, 94Å, 304Å, 335Å, 1-70Å, and 1-500Å . The figure shows that the combination631

of the lines 1-8Å and 94Å (solid black line) fits the experimental data no worse than632

the combination of all six lines (dot-dashed green line), and significantly better than633
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the single line 1-8Å (dotted black line). This allows us to use a combination of two634

lines 1-8Å and 94Å as parameters of the noise attenuation model during X-ray solar635

flares at these radars. In the paper we analyze only X-ray flares, and the level of636

Lyman-α line is comparatively weak. Therefore the well-known dependence of the637

D-layer ionization with Lyman-α is not detected (see Fig.4B).638

Lines 10-100Å are usually absorbed at heights of the order of and below 100639

km (Banks & Kockarts, 1973, fig.1.7, par.6.3.), This indicates a significant640

contribution of the lower part of the E-layer to the noise absorption observed by the641

radars. The median value of the correlation coefficient of the noise attenuation with642

1-8Å is 0.62, with the combination of 1-8Å + 94Å lines is 0.76, and with the643

combination of all 6 lines is 0.73.644

Thus, taking into account the line 94Å leads to an increase in the median651

correlation coefficient from 0.62 to 0.76, while adding other lines does not652

significantly increase the correlation. This allows us to conclude that use of the 1-8Å653

and 94Å solar radiation lines as a proxy of the noise attenuation profile potentially654

allows a more accurate approximation of the temporal dynamics of experimentally655

observed noise attenuation, and and as a result, of the temporal dynamics of the656

absorption of the HF radio signals in the lower part of the ionosphere. Fig.4D-F657

shows the attenuation of HF noise dynamics when it is approximated only by658

GOES/XRS 1-8Å (blue dashed line) and by a combination of GOES/XRS 1-8Å and659

SDO/AIA 94Å solar radiation (red dot-dashed line). The approximations are shown660

for three radars during three flares. It can be seen from the figure that the661

SDO/AIA 94Å line significantly improve the accuracy of fitting the noise662

attenuation dynamics. Therefore it is necessary to take into account not only663

D-layer, but also E-layer of the ionosphere for the interpretation of the noise664

absorption during X-ray solar flares. This corresponds well with the results obtained665

by Eccles et al. (2005).666

5 Diagnostics of global absorption effects667

Taking into account all of the above, it is possible to build an automatic668

system suitable for global analysis of ionospheric absorption of HF radio waves over669

the area covered by radars field-of-views. The algorithm for constructing the670

automatic absorption analysis system consists of the following stages.671

At the first stage, the GS signal range curve is determined on the daily basis of672

the GS signal. We model the ionosphere as a parabolic layer of known half-thickness673

∆h and height hmF2, but of unknown amplitude foF2(t) and its dynamics. The674

temporal dynamics of foF2(t) is approximated by the nonlinear parametric function675

(6), and its parameters are calculated from experimental data via a fitting676

procedure.677

Using this GS signal range curve, the elevation angle of the received GS signal678

is estimated as a function of time. The location of the region making the main679

contribution to the absorption of the radio noise is found simultaneously. Its680

calculation is based on the Breit-Tuve principle (Davies, 1969) and on assumption681

that the signal is reflected at the virtual height hmF2. Such a calculation is carried682

out separately for each radar, for each of its beams. The algorithm for constructing683

the dynamics of GS range and the elevation angle is given above (3,5).684

At the second stage, the noise absorption level P̃vert,10MHz(t, φ(t), λ(t)) is685

estimated for the vertical radio wave propagation in the absorbing layer at a686

frequency of 10MHz for each beam of the radar, at a geographical point (φ(t), λ(t))687

corresponding to the position of the effective absorbing region. It is calculated from688

the noise variations P̃ (t) detected by radar, taking into account the elevation angle689
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Figure 4. A) Average and RMS of the power-law (15) coefficient α of the absorption

dependence on the radar sounding frequency as a function of relation of frequencies; B) The

probability P (Λ) (18) over all the flares and the radars; C) Distribution of correlation coefficients

for various approximations of the noise absorption experimental data; D-L) are examples of

fitting the attenuation of HF noise by different combinations of solar spectrum lines (at different

radars during different X-ray flares).
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Θmodel of the radio signal propagation in the absorbing layer, which was calculated690

at the first stage. The absorption corresponds to the geographic coordinates691

(φ(t), λ(t)), also calculated in the first stage, and set to the point which is farthest692

away from the radar (the trajectory crosses D-layer at two points). The variations of693

the absorption at the frequency of operation of each radar are interpolated to694

10MHz frequency using our retrieved median frequency dependence. The resulting695

expression for the vertical absorption is:696

P̃vert,10MHz(t, φ(t), λ(t)) = P̃ (t)sin(Θmodel(t))

(
f(t)

f0

)1.6

(21)

where f0 = 10MHz, and f(t) is radar sounding frequency.697

Fig.5A-H shows the absorption dynamics over the radars field-of-views during698

the 07/01/2014 solar flare based on the proposed algorithm. One can see the699

global-scale absorption effect between 18:18 UT and 19:12 UT that corresponds to700

the solar X-ray flare. Each radar produces several measurement points,701

corresponding to number of beams, one beam - one measurement point. So the702

spatial resolution and resolved areas depend on radiowave propagation703

characteristics and could vary from flare to flare. For future practical purposes one704

can fit the obtained absorption measurements over space by a smoothing function or705

join them with regular riometric measurements.706

One of the ways to smooth the obtained data is through their accumulation707

over latitude or longitude. It allows us to more clearly distinguish the temporal708

dynamics of absorption and to reveal its average latitudinal or longitudinal709

dependence. Fig.5I shows the dynamics of median absorption as a function of710

latitude during this event. The median was calculated over 3 geographical degrees.711

Fig.5J shows the dynamics of median absorption as a function of longitude during712

this event. The median was calculated over 3 geographical degrees. For comparison713

solar radiation at 1-8Å and 94Å is shown in Fig.5K. It can be seen from the figure714

that the proposed method makes it possible to investigate the spatio-temporal715

dynamics of absorption over a significant part of the Earth’s surface. A joint716

analysis of Fig.5A-J allows, for example, to distinguish absorption regions in the lit717

area that correlate well with the flare (green regions) from the effects in the unlit718

area that can not be correctly interpreted within the abpproach suggested in the719

paper. The system that we have constructed can be used for studies of720

spatio-temporal features of daytime absorption both as a separate network and with721

other instruments and techniques.722

6 Conclusion729

In the present work, a joint analysis was carried out of the data of 35 HF730

over-the-horizon radars (34 SuperDARN radars and the EKB ISTP SB RAS radar)731

during 80 solar flares of 2013-2017. The analysis shows the following features of the732

absorption of 8-20MHz radio noise.733

The position of an effective noise source on the ground and the error in734

determining its location can be defined by the position of spatial focusing at the735

boundary of the dead zone and the form of this focusing (ground scatter signal).736

This allows using the GS signal to estimate the position of the region that makes the737

main contribution to the observed absorption of the HF radio noise at a particular738

radar frequency.739

The analysis of the correlation between different solar radiation lines and HF740

noise dynamics has shown that the temporal variations of the absorption is well741

described by a linear combination of the solar radiation intensity at the wavelengths742
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Figure 5. A-H) - vertical absorption dynamics at 10MHz during solar X-ray flare X1.2

07/01/2014 according to the radar network and model (21). Grey region marks unlit area at

100km height. I) - latitude absorption dynamics during the flare, median over all the longitudes;

J) - longitude absorption dynamics during the flare, median over all the latitudes; K) the

intensity of solar radiation from the data of GOES/XRS 1-8Å and SDO/AIA 94Å. Color scale is

the same for the figures A-J). Green and violet regions mark effects in lit and unlit conditions.
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1-8Å measured by GOES/XRS and at the wavelength of 94Å measured by743

SDO/AIA. This allows us to conclude that the main absorption is caused by744

ionospheric D and E layers. The assumption we used in our paper about a linear745

superposition of the contributions of each solar line to absoprtion is relatively rough.746

To solve more accurately for the reconstruction of the electron density profile from747

the experimentally observed noise absorption and from the solar spectrum, it is748

necessary to take into account the processes of ionization by various radiation749

components and corresponding delays more correctly, for example, following the750

approach of (Eccles et al., 2005).751

The frequency dependence of the HF absorption is determined by the median752

dependence A[dB] ∼ f−1.6±0.3.753

A model and algorithms are constructed (21), that provides automatic radar754

estimates of vertical daytime absorption at 10 MHz. Using these model and755

algorithms, it is possible to make statistical analysis and case-studies of the756

spatio-temporal dynamics of the absorption of HF radio waves globally, within the757

coverage area of radar field-of-views. Each radar produces several measurement758

points, corresponding to number of beams, one beam - one measurement point. So759

the spatial resolution and resolved areas depend on radiowave propagation760

characteristics and could vary from flare to flare.761

One important problem with the algorithm constructed here is with the762

determination of the geographical location of the absorption region during the day.763

This location depends on whether the most intense 1-hop absorption is located near764

the radar or near the GS distance of the first hop. A similar problem arises with the765

URSI A1 method. For future applications, one might want to fit the retrieved766

absoption meaturements through the use of a smoothing function over space.767

However, at night or near the terminator, this algorithm should not be used.768

Another problem of the algorithm is its impossibility to take into account769

irregular variations in the background ionosphere. Taking it into account is770

important for a more correct estimation of ray trajectory and, as result, for more771

accurate estimation of the vertical absorption from the experimental data for every772

speciffic observation. The use of calibrated experimental mesurements of the ray773

elevation angles of GS signals and new techniques of identifying GS signals from774

radar data should help to solve this problem in the future.775
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